
PROCEDURE FOR MEASURING THE SPEED OF MOTOR VEHICLES IN THE SHORT SECTION, WITH
MINIMUM ERROR GEOMETRY, USING 2 CAMERAS AND ARTIFICIAL VISION ALGORITHMS

ABSTRACT

The research group in Intelligent Vehicles and Traffic Technologies of the Automation 
Department of the University of Alcalá has developed a procedure for the punctual 
measurement of the speed of motor vehicles, through the use of at least two came-
ras, pointing to two different regions of the track, calculating the relative distances of 
the vehicle from the cameras by detecting the license plate and its internal elements, 
storing timestamps, calculating the speed for all possible combinations of distances 
between cameras that are at the optimum distance that generates minimum error in 
the calculation of the speed and calculating the average speed of all the speed measu-
rements obtained for optimal distances of minimum error.

ADVANTAGES AND INNOVATIONS

The invention proposes a novel method for the punctual measurement of the speed 
of motor vehicles by using at least two high-resolution cameras each pointing to two 
different regions of the same lane.

By using that cameras to detect the known dimensions of the license plate, the mea-
surement error is reduced to a minimum. Artificial lighting systems are used to 
improve the contrast of images and maintain their effectiveness in low light condi- 
tions. All information is managed in a processor, which also allows the storage of 
timestamps.

This new procedure establishes a specific criterion for minimum error of speed mea-
surement, which is not found in other systems, by using at least two cameras located 
in the same point, either on a pole or on a portico, pointing each one of them to two 
different regions of the same lane. In this way the problems resulting from the errors 
in the punctual measurement of the speed are considerably reduced.

High commercial potential at national and international level with a much lower cost 
than the relative cost associated with radar or laser-based point-based kinemome-
ters.
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